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1. Introduction

The use of medical data stored 
in computer-based patient records
(CPRs) has increased the need for
structured and controlled data entry
and data representation [1]. The usual
way to cope with this need is using 
standard terms from a terminological
system to record medical data. Conse-
quently, terminological systems are an
important line of research in medical 
informatics. In this article the term 
“terminological system” is used as an
umbrella term for the notions “clas-
sification”, “thesaurus”, “vocabulary”,
“nomenclature” and “ontology”, which
are further described in Section 3.

Before an existing terminological 
system can be used or a new system 
developed, a good understanding of 
the terminological system is essential.
In the context of a project aimed at 
developing a terminological system for
intensive care diagnoses [2], we found
that the literature on terminological 
systems, including the most well-known
systems, is hard to understand and is
ambiguous. This is due to heterogeneity
and indistinctness in the terminology
used to describe the terminological 
systems, and by incomplete description
of the structure and characteristics of
the various systems.

Attempts to clarify terminological
systems have been made by organiza-
tions such as the International Stan-
dards Organization (ISO) [3, 4] and the 
Comité Européen de Normalisation
(CEN) [5]. Although the standards 
developed by these organizations are
freely available, the support they pro-
vide for the understanding of termino-
logical systems in order to assess their
merits is minimal because they only
enumerate dry definitions of notions.
We feel an overall accessible frame-
work for the understanding of termino-
logical systems, in which definitions 
are placed in perspective and put in
practice, is still lacking.

This paper comprises the first part
of two articles and is a summary of an 
extensive technical report [6], which 
can be obtained from the authors. The
goal of these two articles is to provide a
referential framework, by which ter-
minological systems can be character-
ized, understood and compared, and to
describe our experience with the use
of this framework. This description is 
restricted to terminological systems 
for medical diagnoses but the treatment
is equally relevant for all terminological
systems. The aim of this framework is 
to assist those interested in under-
standing and applying terminological
systems.

This paper describes the first part 
of the referential framework in which
definitions have been arranged and put
into perspective, resulting in a typology
of terminological systems. To illustrate
this first part of the referential frame-
work, we apply it to five existing medi-
cal terminological systems. The second
part of the framework provides a basis
for a formal and thereby unambiguous
description of the structure of a termin-
ological system. In the second paper [7]
we also describe our positive experi-
ence with terminological system formal-
ization in terms of (1) understanding
existing terminological systems; (2) 
recognizing patterns in the structure of
the systems and (3) developing a new
terminological system [2].

In Section 2 of this article the building
blocks for conceptualization of termin-
ological systems (object, concept, term,
code) and the different types of rela-
tions between concepts, are described.
The typology of terminological systems
is described in Section 3. In Section 4 we
applied the typology to five existing termi-
nological systems with this framework.

2. Terminology and Definitions

Before discussing terminological 
systems, some basic elements have to 
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be explained: objects, concepts and 
designations, which form the so-called
semiotic triangle or meaning triangle 
[5, 8]. Reality can be conceived as con-
sisting of objects (things), such as “heart
valve” or more abstract things such as
“pain”. We use characteristics of ob-
jects to form cognitive constructs, called
concepts, which are units of thoughts.
Although objects and concepts are 
different notions, in the remainder of
this article we only address concepts,
because terminological systems mainly
comprise general concepts, e.g. dis-
eases, that are used to describe instan-
ces of patient’s diseases (i.e. objects) re-
corded in patient’s records.

Linguistic labels, called terms, are
used to designate a concept. Concepts
can be designated in many ways be-
cause there are many languages from
which terms can be taken and one lan-
guage can use many different terms for
the same concept. Definitions are state-
ments about the meaning of a concept.
Codes (letters, numerals or a combina-
tion thereof) can be used to designate 
concepts in a computerized system. In
general we can distinguish two types of
codes: significant codes and non-signifi-
cant codes. Non-significant codes are
context free, meaning that the code’s
value is not related to the meaning of
the concept, e.g. sequential codes such
as aaa, aab, etc. and random codes. The
advantage of using non-significant 
codes is that concepts can be altered in
the structure of the terminological 
system without consequence for the 
codes, and that new concepts can easily
be added to a terminological system,
contrary to some cases in which signifi-
cant codes are used. Significant codes
are related to the characteristics of the
concept and its place in the terminolog-
ical system, for example mnemonic 
codes (codes related to a name describ-
ing the concept to aid the user to 
memorize the meaning of the code 
e.g. A900 = Anatomical component
“lung”); hierarchical codes e.g. viral
pneumonia is coded by 480 and pneu-
monia caused by the adeno virus is 
coded by 480.1); and juxtaposition codes
(composite codes, e.g. a code for pneu-
monia A900.P100 in which A900 = 
anatomical component “lung” and
P100 = process “inflammation”).

2.1 Concepts and their Characteristics

Concepts can be described by their
characteristics. For example color
(“red”), size (“5 cm2”) and shape 
(“ellipse”) could describe the concept
“ulcer”. Some characteristics are con-
sidered essential, i.e. that the character-
istics are part of the definition of the
concept, e.g. “duodenum ulcer” is 
always located in the duodenum so the
location “duodenum” is an essential
characteristic of the concept “duode-
num ulcer”. These essential characteris-
tics are called necessary conditions in
the definition.

2.2 Relationships between Concepts

According to ISO and CEN stan-
dards [3-5], concepts can be related 
to each other by hierarchical and non-
hierarchical relationships. In a hierar-
chical relationship an order is expressed
between (at least) two concepts: a
superordinate concept (e.g. heart val-
ve) and a subordinate concept (e.g. mi-
tral valve). Hierarchical relationships
can be generic or partitive. In the past,
generic relationships were called logical
relationships in ISO standards. A gen-
eric relationship, the “Is_a” relation, is
a relationship between a genus (super-
ordinate concept in a generic relation-
ship) and a species (subordinated con-
cept in a generic relationship) where
the intension of the genus is contained
and extended in the intension of the
species. The intension of a concept is
the set of uniquely describing character-
istics including relationships of that

concept, e.g. the set {health problem
with anatomical localization “liver”,
dysfunction “infection” and etiology
“virus”} constitute an intensional defi-
nition of the concept “viral hepatitis”.
Hepatitis B (species) is a “viral hepa-
titis” (genus) and therefore it has the 
same intensional definition but extend-
ed with: etiology is “hepatitis B virus”.
The other type of hierarchical relation-
ships are partitive relationships in which
the superordinate concept denotes an
object which represents the whole, and
the subordinate concepts refer to its
parts, e.g. a heart valve is part of the
heart.

In the past, the ISO standard de-
scribed ontological relationships, which
nowadays are split up in partitive and
non-hierarchical relations. Non-hierar-
chical relations describe a wide range of
relationships between concepts such as 
spatial, temporal, causal or any arbi-
trary one, e.g., the relationship be-
tween an operative procedure and 
the organ to be operated on. In theory
there is an unlimited number of rela-
tionships between concepts. However,
in practice only a small portion of rela-
tionships, those determined by human’s
knowledge and experience, is widely
useful. Therefore, ontological relations
are called philological relations (distin-
guishing concepts and coherence be-
tween concepts as being determined 
by cultural history, i.e. subject to the
constraints of language, art and science)
by Hirs [9]. Figure 1 shows the above-
described types of relationships be-
tween concepts.

Fig. 1 Types of concept relations. Above the dotted line the current ISO and CEN standards
are represented. Below the dotted line former ISO/CEN standards and Hirs’ relation types are
represented.
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ontology is a (formal) specification of
concepts, relations and functions in a
domain [10] and hence focus on con-
cepts. Concepts are important in ter-
minological systems but they also focus
on the terminology itself. An ontology is
usually used to model consensus in
understanding a domain between dif-
ferent partners.

4. Typology of Existing 
Terminological Systems

To further illustrate the theory of
Sections 2 and 3, we describe the types
of the terminological systems and the
coding schemes used in the termino-
logical systems ICD-9-CM/ICD-10, 
SNOMED, NHS Clinical terms, UMLS
and GALEN. We have chosen these 
five terminological systems for their 
intended use to describe (among oth-
ers) diagnoses in daily healthcare prac-
tice. Hence, we did not consider, for
example, MeSH because this system is
only intended to link concepts to medi-
cal literature. Table 1 summarizes the
types of each terminological system and
coding schema. Further explanation 
about the types of each terminological
system can be found in Sections 4.1 to
4.6.

4.1 ICD-9-CM and ICD-10

The International Classification of
Diseases (ICD), maintained by the
World Health Organization, is perhaps
the best known terminological system
used in medicine. The ICD is a classifi-
cation (recall that we do not distinguish
here between classification and taxono-
my) of generic-related diagnostic terms
represented in 17 (ICD-9-CM) [11] or
21 (ICD-10) [12] “chapters”, mainly
arranged according to anatomical sys-
tem or etiology. The ICD-10 also
contains an alphabetical index, which
makes it also a thesaurus. The ICD-9-
CM further contains two extra classifi-
cations, the V-list for factors influencing
health status and contacts with health
services, and the E-list for external
causes of injury and poisoning. It also
contains a number of appendices, one
of which is a very limited nomenclature
that further specifies the morphology of

arrangement of classes according to the
Is_a relationship from the subordinate
class to the superordinate class. The
CEN standards [5], however, do not
distinguish between “classification” and 
“taxonomy”. Therefore, we use the
term “classification” in this article 
loosely to also include taxonomy. A 
Nosology is a classification of diseases.
A terminology, thesaurus, vocabulary,
nomenclature or classification is called
a coding system when the system uses
codes for designating concepts. Figure 3
is a model of different types of ter-
minological systems and their relations.
Each terminological system is at least
a terminology with possibly additional
characteristics, e.g., it is also a classi-
fication when the terminology con-
sists of generic relations between con-
cepts.

Sometimes the notion of ontology
is used as a synonym for different
types of terminological systems. An

2.3 Definitions of Concepts

Relationships (and characteristics)
can be used to order and define con-
cepts in a system. An intensional defini-
tion is a definition based on the inten-
sion of the concept (see Section 2.2). A
definition per genus et differentium is
the intensional definition of the genus
(if it has one) extended with extra 
characteristics of the species. Instead of
describing a concept intensionally, an
extensional definition can be used, i.e.
the set of all specific concepts (species)
of a superordinate concept (genus) is
enumerated. For example “Granulo-
cytes” can be intensionally defined by
“Leucocytes with abundant granules in
the cytoplasm” or extensionally by the
enumeration of “Neutrophil”, “Eosino-
phil” and “Basophil”, all the species of
the genus “Granulocytes”.

3. Typology of Terminological
Systems

A terminological system relates con-
cepts, of a particular domain, among
themselves and provides their terms and
possibly their definitions and codes. In
literature, terms such as “terminology”,
“thesaurus”, “vocabulary”, “nomen-
clature” and “classification” are often
confused. This section describes a typol-
ogy of terminological systems based on
literature and existing standards, in-
cluding definitions and relationships be-
tween different types of terminological
systems (see also Fig. 2).

A terminology is a list of terms refer-
ring to concepts in a particular domain.
A thesaurus is a terminology, in which
terms are ordered, e.g., alphabetically
or systematically and in which concepts
can possibly be described by more than
one (synonymous) term. When a con-
cept in a terminology or thesaurus is 
accompanied by a definition, it is called
a vocabulary or glossary. A nomencla-
ture is a system of terms composed 
according to pre-established composi-
tion rules or the set of rules itself for
composing new complex concepts.
Classification is an arrangement of 
objects or concepts (by the is_mem-
ber_ of relation) based on their essen-
tial characteristics into groups of con-
cepts, called classes. A taxonomy is an

Fig. 2 Model of relations between termi-
nology, thesaurus, vocabulary, nomencla-
ture, classification and coding system. Each
terminological system is either a terminolo-
gy or includes a terminology as part of a the-
saurus, classification, vocabulary, nomen-
clature or coding system.
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neoplasms of chapter 2 (this explains
one “•” in Table 1). In the ICD-10 the
V- and E-list have been added to the
chapters and the nervous system chap-
ter of the ICD-9-CM is split into three
different chapters.

The codes of the ICD-9-CM and
ICD-10 are hierarchical and hence sig-
nificant. In the ICD-10 they are also
mnemonic, e.g., all terms in the chapter
“Diseases of the digestive system” start
with a “K”. In the ICD-10 some terms
have two alternative codes: one marked
with a dagger (†) belonging to the 
etiology, and the other marked with 
an asterisk (*) belonging to the localiza-
tion or manifestations. For example
“meningococcal meningitis” has two 
codes: A39.0† in the chapter “Certain
infectious and parasitic diseases” 
(etiology) and G01* in the chapter 
“Diseases of the nervous system” (lo-
calization). In general, dagger codes 
are used for mortality registration, 
asterisk codes are used for morbidity
registration.

4.2 NHS clinical terms

The NHS clinical terms, formerly
called Read Clinical Classification [13,
14], were originally developed for auto-
mated description of clinical and ad-
ministrative data in general practice,
but evolved to a version which facili-
tates daily care practice in the entire
field of health care. It forms a classifica-
tion of generic-related medical concepts
designated by a preferred term and
some synonyms (if applicable) which
are ordered hierarchically, qualifying it
as a thesaurus. Since version 3.1 it is a
nomenclature in which rules are given
to modify some terms with qualifiers in
a controlled way, e.g., “course of illness:
(acute/chronic)” to qualify heart fail-
ure. Some of the attributes have the
status “atom” which means that these
are intrinsic characteristics of a concept,
giving the NHS clinical terms a vocabu-
lary character. Until version 2, the codes
were significant, representing the rela-
tive place of the concept in the hierar-
chy. Concepts could be assigned by more
than one code when they are placed in
more than one part of the classification.
From version 3 onwards each concept
has a unique non-significant code con-
sisting of characters and numbers.

4.3 SNOMED

In 1975 the College of American 
Pathologists published the System-
atized Nomenclature of Medicine 
(SNOMED) to provide terms for a 
broad range of clinical domains. A 
couple of revisions resulted in 
SNOMED International [15, 16] which
is intended to be incorporated into a
computer-based patient record.

Its structure consists of eleven mod-
ules, also called axes or dimensions
(e.g. topography, disease and diagnosis, 
procedures, etc.) which can be con-
ceived as distinct classifications. Almost
all ICD-9-CM terms and codes can be 
found in the “Disease and Diagnosis”
module. By linking terms of the various
modules one can compose new complex
medical concepts. The discrete terms,
together with the information about the
cross-reference relations between the
different axes, provide (at least a par-
tial) definition of each concept, giving
SNOMED its vocabulary character.
Although SNOMED is an acronym 
including the term nomenclature, it 
is questionable whether SNOMED is a
nomenclature that can generate sensible
compositions. It is a nomenclature in
the sense that new concepts can be com-
posed, but rules which define which
concepts may be sensibly linked to 
compose new concepts are missing. 
Due to the lack of suitable composition
rules it is possible to represent the same
clinical concept by different composites
and even to arrange clinically irrelevant
composites, e.g., a fractured left lung
encoded by T-28500 (Left lung);
M12200 (Fracture, open). SNOMED-
RT [17], which is under development,
will address these problems.

Codes in SNOMED are significant.
Within a module they are hierarchical
and mnemonic, e.g., topographical 
codes start with a “T”. Newly composed
concepts get juxtaposed codes by 
joining the codes for the associated
terms from the different modules.

4.4 UMLS

In 1987 the National Library of 
Medicine developed the Unified Medi-
cal Language System (UMLS) [8, 18].
The goal of the UMLS is to facilitate
the retrieval and integration of informa-
tion from multiple machine-readable
biomedical information sources such 
as patient record systems and biblio-
graphic databases.

The UMLS consists of four knowl-
edge sources, among which the Meta-
thesaurus and the Semantic network
are the most relevant in the context of
this paper. As the name indicates, the
Metathesaurus is a thesaurus in which
concepts are linked to (synonymous
and preferred) terms which are alpha-
betically ordered. The Metathesaurus is
manually enriched with hierarchical 
relations between concepts from estab-
lished terminological systems such as
ICD-9-CM, Read Codes, SNOMED
and MeSH which give it characteristics
of a classification. As each concept has
an attribute “definition”, the metathe-
saurus is also a vocabulary. The Seman-
tic Network provides information about
concepts on a high aggregation level
(semantic categories) and their rela-
tions. All concepts represented in the
Metathesaurus are categorized into 
semantic categories of the Semantic
Network which regulates (together with
the Metathesaurus) the mapping of

Table 1 Types of
well-known termi-
nological systems.
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it to five well-known medical termino-
logical systems including diagnoses.

This first paper, plays a facilitating
role for the second paper [7] which 
includes our positive experience with
the application of a conceptual and 
formal representation formalism to 
describe the structure of terminological
systems. The aim of these papers is to
help researchers to interpret the merits
and limitations of existing terminologi-
cal systems and to build on existing
work in the field.
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